UPPER ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL POSITION PAPER SOLUTIONS
DISEC Topic 1 - Nuclear Disarmament

Original solutions from the positions papers.

3/7/2020
DISEC Topic 2 - Prevention of an Arm Race in Space

Original solutions from the positions papers.
SOCHUM Topic 1 - Improving the Coordination of Efforts Against Trafficking in Persons

Original solutions from the positions papers.
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Original solutions from the positions papers.

SOCHUM Topic 2 - Elimination of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance
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ECOSOC Topic 1 - Advancement of Women

Original solutions from the positions papers.
FAO Topic 1 - Combatting Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing

Original solutions from the positions papers.
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FAO Topic 2 - The State of Food Insecurity and Nutrition in the World
UNODC Topic 2 - Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Human Organs and Trafficking in persons for the purpose of organ removal

Original solutions from the positions papers.
HRC Topic 1 - The Safety of Journalists

Original solutions from the positions papers.
Original solutions from the positions papers.
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UNSC Topic 1 - Situation in Libya

Original solutions from the positions papers.
UNSC Topic 2 - Situation in Cyprus

Original solutions from the positions papers.
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Original solutions from the positions papers.
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